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Appendix B

The Method

BUSINESS CYCLES

Business cycles are ". . . expansions occurring at about the same time in
many economic activities, followed by similarly general recessions, con-
tractions and revivals which merge into the expansion phase of the next
cycle; . * . in duration business cycles vary from more than one year to
ten or twelve years 1 The business cycle chronology was determined
by Burns and Mitchell after study of cycles in many economic activities
and of descriptive evidence found in business annals. Since the publica.
tion of Measuring Business Cycles, one of the business peaks covered by
this study has been revised. The new date—the third quarter of 1929—
has been used for timing comparisons, but the old date—the second
quarter of 1929—iS used otherwise.

EXPORT CYCLES, WORLD TRADE CYCLES

These cycles are wavelike movements in the seasonally adjusted series,
corresponding in duration to business cycles.

CYCLE PHASES

The interval from a trough to the following peak in the series is the
expansion phase; the interval from the peak to the following trough, the
contraction phase.

1 Arthur F. Burns and Wesley C. Mitchell, Measuring Business Cycles, New York,
NBER, 1946, p. . The following definitions are adapted from this work.
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Appendix B

CONFORMITY INDEXES

These indexes measure the regularity with which a series moves in the
direction of the business cycle or in that of another reference series (in our
case, world trade cycles).

The index of conformity to expansion is the difference between the
number of expansions in which the series rises and the number in which
it declines, expressed as a percentage of the total number of expansions
covered. The index of conformity to contraction is the difference between
the number of contractions in which the series falls and the number in
which it rises, expressed as a percentage of the total number of con-
tractions covered.

The index of conformity to full cycles takes account not only of di-
rection, but also of extent of change in the series. The rate of change in
each contraction is compared to that in the preceding and in the follow-
ing expansions. Every such comparison in which the rate of decline in
contraction turns out to be smaller (or the rate of rise larger) than that
in expansion is counted as an instance of nonconformity. The number
of such instances is deducted from the number of instances of conformity
and the difference expressed as a percentage of the total number of com-
parisons.

AMPLITUDE OF EXPANSIONS, CONTRACTIONS, AND FULL CYCLES

The amplitude of expansions is measured by the difference between
the standing of the series at the cycle peak and that at the preceding
trough, expressed as a percentage of the average value of the series over
the full cycle. The corresponding measure is used for contractions. The
full-cycle amplitude is the arithmetic sum of the phase movements when
one is a rise and the other a fall. It is the difference between the phase
movements when both are advances or both are declines.

WEIGHTED AVERAGES OF ANNUAL RATES OF CHANGE IN EXPANSIONS,
CONTRACTIONS, AND FULL CYCLES

The sum of the amplitudes in all individual expansions covered di-
vided by the total number of expansion years gives the weighted annual
percentage change in expansions. Annual change in contractions and in
full cycles is derived in the same fashion.2

2 It is customary at the National Bureau to give monthly rather than annual rates
of change. However, annual rates seem more immediately meaningful today in view
of their constant use in discussions of economic change.
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Appendix B

CYCLE STAGES

For more detailed analysis, each cycle phase is divided into three stages
of equal duration. Together with the stage of the cycle peaks and those
of the initial and terminal troughs, this makes nine stages. The cyclical
behavior of a series in a given cycle is described by its relative standings
at these stages. These standings are the averages of the monthly or
quarterly values comprised in the stage expressed as a percentage of
the average value of the series over the full cycle.

THE AVERAGE CYCLE PATTERN

The average cycle pattern describes the typical behavior of the series
for all cycles covered. It is obtained by averaging the relative standings
of the series in a given cycle stage for all individual cycles covered. Since
we deal in this study with a rather erratic series, we have made greater
use of a five-point than of the nine-point cycle pattern; that means we
usually compare the average standings of the series at the initial trough,
in the middle third of the expansion, at the peak, in the middle third of
the contraction, and at the final trough.

AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF CHANGE BETWEEN STAGES
(INTRAPHASE CHANGES)

This is the measure most emphasized in the present study. To obtain
the weighted average rate of change in, say, the second half of an expan-
sion, we subtract for each cycle the relative standing of the series at
stage III (the middle third of the expansion) from the relative standing
at stage V (the peak). We then sum these differences for all cycles and
divide by the total number of years between the midpoints of stages III
and V.

AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF CHANGE IN Co- AND COUNTER-PHASES
OR THEIR SEGMENTS

This measure, devised for the present study, is similar to the rate of
change between cycle stages. The difference between the value of the
series in the last and in the first quarter of a phase (or phase-segment) is
divided by the average value of the series during that phase (or segment).
The resulting percentage changes in individual, say, co-expansions are
summed and divided by the number of years of co.expansion.
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